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High-Warning 1 Sound Mode
1) When the warning light is flashing, the gauge is in the High-Warning 1 Sound Mode. Then press <UP> or <DOWN> to turn on or off the sound. When the PEAK Blue light is on, the sound is on, vis-à-vis, when the PEAK Blue light is off, the sound is off.
2) When the High Warning 1 value is reached, the buzzer will be operated.
3) To shift to the next setting, press <SET> to enter into the High-Warning 2 Sound Mode or press <MODE> to enter into the Backlight Brightness Mode.
4) The gauge will return to the normal mode after 10-second of no button activity or press <MODE> twice.

NOTE: When the High-Warning 1 Sound is on, the High-Warning 2 Sound Is on simultaneously.

High-Warning 2 Sound Mode
1) When the warning light is on, the gauge is in the High-Warning 2 Sound Mode. Then press <UP> or <DOWN> to turn on or off the sound. When the PEAK Blue light is on, the sound is on, vis-à-vis, when the PEAK Blue light is off, the sound is off.
2) When the High Warning 2 value is reached, the buzzer will be operated.
3) To shift to the next setting, press <MODE> to enter into the Backlight Brightness Mode or press <SET> to return to the Opening Sound Mode.
4) The gauge will return to the normal mode after 10-second of no button activity or press <MODE> twice.

5. Backlight Brightness Mode

There are six-stage for each daytime and nighttime backlight brightness available for users to select the preferred brightness.
1) Press <MODE> three times to enter into the Backlight Brightness Mode from the normal mode. If the gauge is in the Sound Mode, only press <MODE> once to enter into the Backlight Brightness Mode. When the gauge is in the Backlight Brightness Mode, the daytime brightness can be selected.
2) When the PEAK and Warning lights are flashing alternately, press <UP> or <DOWN> to select the backlight brightness.
3) In order to set the nighttime backlight brightness, the orange wire of the power wire harness should be connected to Dimmer/12V switched source (+).
4) When Dimmer/12V switched source (+) is on, the nighttime brightness can be selected.
5) The gauge will return to the normal mode after 10-second of no button activity or press <MODE> once.

[Diagram of gauge with buttons labeled: UP BUTTON, SET BUTTON, DOWN BUTTON, MODE BUTTON, PEAK LED (BLUE), WARNING LED (RED), Control box wire harness (6 Pin)]
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